KATHY'S KREATIONS
141 East Main Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
724-238-9320
NOVEMBER 2014 UPDATE
Dear Stitchers,
Bring on the layers -- it's time to get snuggly! November is all about layers and keeping up
with minute-by-minute weather changes. This style of dressing allows us to to be ready for
anything, as well as to transition between the activities of any given day. With thoughtfully
selected key wardrobe pieces and accessories, you can easily change your look to fit the
situation at hand.
Kathy's Kreations offers patterns for accessories in a variety of styles, plus yarn weights to
inspire every knitter and crocheter this fall. Create our latest yarn arrivals into infinity loops,
cozy mittens, sporty scarves, stylish cowls, slouchy hats, elegant shawls, and more. These
projects are quick, fun, and a great layering addition to any outfit. Also, they are very giftable!
While we are on that topic, the gifting season is definitely upon us. Let's have a DIY
holiday! Kathy's Kreations is brimming with projects to cover everyone -- from chic and
contemporary wearables, to beautifully designed updates on holiday home accents. We are
the knitter's and crocheter's answer to Santa's Workshop.
Eager to make something bulky, soft, and warm, right away? New shipments of your
favorite quick-knit yarns like JAMES BRETT "Marble Chunky" and MANOS DEL URUGUAY
"Wool Clasica" have recently arrived. These can be stitched up in a jiffy for practically stressfree holiday projects.
Do you love knitting socks? There is nothing like a pair of well-fitting handknit socks to
keep your feet warm and extra comfy. Our current promotion features fingering weight yarns,
useful for more than just socks (think hats, scarves, mitts, shawls, cowls, wrist decor, dolls/
toys, headbands, etc.). Hand-dyed and self-striping yarns can make every stitcher look like an
expert. You'll love the results, and friends and family will marvel at your ingenuity. For
inspiration you can see and feel, come explore the possibilitites...
"NOVEMBER IS SOCK MONTH"
10% off all purchases of in-stock,
regularly-priced fingering weight yarns in our Sock Station
Hours: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Monday through Saturday
Closed Sunday
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE Friday, November 28, 2014
SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY November 29, 2014
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover, AX
Private knitting and crocheting
Instructions are available by appointment
Finishing services & gift certificates available
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier

COME IN - CALL UP - LOG ON
e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com
please visit our website http://www.kathys-kreations.com
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*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Fall is stitching season. This is the time when touching a luscious skein of
yarn gets knitters and crocheters thinking: "Hmm, I'd love to work with this", and
then asking: "What can I make with this?" That's where we come in. We're
here to unveil ideas, keep you up to date with the latest yarns & tools, introduce
new products and spark your creativity. With stuff like this...
What would Jane knit? Enter the world of Jane Austen through timeless knitting patterns
inspired by the places and characters in her beloved novels. The designs in INTERWEAVE
KNITS Jane Austen Knits 2014 ($14.99, shown upper left) include a knitted lace shawl for a
stroll in Brighton, a handsome Fair Isle vest for a worthy gentleman, sweet cabled socks for
men and women, a stylish felted tote, and other sweaters, accessories, and housewares. The
27 new knitting patterns in this special issue evoke the classic spirit of Austen's novels, but are
perfect for the contemporary wardrobe. In addition to knitting patterns, this issue includes
lively articles plus elegant lace, handsome knits for men, gorgeous hats and sweaters,
accessories, and even precious knits for kids. Bring a little Austen to your knitting...
When chilly winds blow, don't forget to be kind to your skin. If you haven't tried our fantastic
line of LO-LO products by Barmaids, it's time that you do. These moisturizers create a barrier
to inclement weather, helping to keep your skin hydrated and soothing dryness. LO-LO Body
Bar ($14.95) and its smaller companion LO-LO TO GO ($8.95) are effective, residue-free
alternatives to liquid moisturizers. We can attest to the fact that they are not sticky or greasy
and really do help. New to the line is LO-LO Twist ($11.95), the same great product in a
convenient twist-up stick. Tea Tree infused oils and butters are why Cuticle Intensive stick norub formula ($6.50) is dubbed the "little magic wand". For great lip service, try Lo-LO Lip Balm
($4.50), rich in anti-oxidants and zinc oxide. Our favorite flavor is Luscious Lemon Pie...
Any experienced knitter will tell you that good tools play an important role in project
success. And the more involved the project, the more important it is to have quality tools.
ChiaGoo RED Lace Circular Knitting Needles are made from premium stainless steel with a
multi-strand nylon-coated steel cable. This makes it ideal for anyone who likes sharp-pointed
knitting needles but has a nickel or brass sensitivity. The cable is very smooth and flexible with
no memory. That means no kinks or no needing to dunk the cable in hot water to straighten.
The tips on these circular needles are very pointy and the joins quite smooth (remember how
picky we are about our needles here, so this is high praise!). Laceweight and cobweb yarns
slide over the join with ease. The needles themselves are neither "slick", nor "grabby". In our
expert opinion, they are "just right", including the price point...

Every house should be infused with crochet -- it makes a house into a home in
more ways than one. In special issue Interweave Crochet Home ($14.99), you'll
find crochet for every room of your home -- from the entryway to the living room
to the kitchen, kids' room, bedroom, bathroom, and study. You'll be sure to find
projects to fit your lifestyle and to enrich your home...
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Kathy's most popular self-published patterns are the "Russian Rib" series -- boot toppers,
texting mitts, scarf, and hat. Now, the "Russian Rib Cowl" ($3.00, shown lower right) can be
added to that list. It was knit with two skeins of HiKOO "Simplicity" yarn. Kathy designed this
cowl especially for the Steel Valley Yarn Crawl this past summer, and the pattern is now
available for purchase here at Kathy's Kreations or at Kathy Zimmerman Designs
store on Ravelry...

BLOCK AND ROLL blocking mat ($59.95) lets you block to perfection, and store with ease.
Let Block & Roll make your beautiful projects look even better. The generous 38" X 55"
surface area of this roll-up mat can accommodate projects of many sizes, which may be
pinned directly onto the surface of the mat. The 20 mm X 20mm grid is very useful in lining up
and keeping straight edges for seams. The surface is heat and water resistant which allows
for steam or wet blocking. This article should be on your wish list...
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"Kenzie" by HiKOO may just be the perfect tweed. New Zealand merino, angora and
alpaca lend softness and body; nylon lends strength and silk noils contribute delicate texture
and color accents. The smooth, round 3-ply yarn knits into a cohesive fabric that blooms when
wet blocked. The angora halo is just fuzzy enough to lend a cozy feel, but not so fuzzy as to
obscure any stitch detail. We are pleased to announce the arrival of 10 new shades, in addition
to all the existing colorways in stock...
Six new CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS patterns were recently launched. The scarves would
make wonderful gifts for both stylish gals and guys, so you can gift them to anyone on your list.
Here's what's new:
• Accelerating Stripes Fingerless Gloves and Cowl ($7.50, shown upper right) -Churchmouse loves stripes -- big stripes, little stripes and everything in between. The
fingerless gloves have stripes that zip from 5 rounds to 4 to 3 to 2 to 1, and the matching
cowl revs stripes from 18 rounds to 3 in a super-soft cowl that's seamless in both
directions. Snap!
• Two-Tone Twill Scarf ($5.50, shown lower left) -- the love affair with linen stitch continues
-- this time using two high-contrast colors for crisp zigs and zags, or two closer colors for
tonal shading. To knit in lace weight or fingering weight versions.
• Better-Than-Basic Pullover ($10.50, shown page 5, upper right) -- with 2 edgings, 2 collar
styles, 2 lengths, this sweater has scope! The fit is easy, styling is simple, fabric is relaxed,
and details are just right. Only this is even better because you can customize the style and
fit. Try short length with long ribbing, long length with short ribbing, or change the length
entirely to suit you.
• Go-To Cardigan ($10.50, shown page 6, lower left) -- A modern take on the Mr. Rogers
sweater, this simple cardigan moves easily from work day to weekend. Churchmouse has
added flattering A-line shaping and a vented hem for relaxed ease with a tidy finish. In
cozy wools or plant fibers, it's a perfect layering piece or polished tunic. We think you'll
make -- and wear-- this cardigan again. And again.
• Modern Wrapper Fine ($10.50, shown page 7, lower right) --In open cardigan or seamed
tunic versions, this design features a slim silhouette and a precision fit by grading the
design in three relaxed sizes.
• Walking Rib Cowl & Muffler ($5.50, shown page 8, upper left) -- the subtle
diagonal stitch pattern is akin to K2/P2 ribbing, but the rhythm "walks" over by
one stitch every other row (or round) for a subtle, reversible texture that's
easier than it looks. The handsome muffler has tailored slip-stitch selvedges.
The cowl is worked on larger needles for a softer drape. The knitting is a walk
in the park, validated by Sue S. from Friday knitalong, who is working the
muffler in MADELINE TOSH "Tosh DK" and it is looking mighty nice...
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*** MORE GREAT NEW STUFF ***
"Knit Essentials" ($18.50) is this season's collection of must-have silhouettes in
TAHKI YARNS signature casual styling. Fashionable without being overly trendy,
the 22 classic designs feature TAHKI's new yarns. The cowls are amazing, but our
pick to knit is the "Confidence" pullover with 3/4 raglan styling, and a longer length
with open side slits. Basics are still the best...
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*** NOVEMBER 2014 DREAM CLUB ***
In September, we introduced Dream Club, a monthly yarn club that is brought
to you by DREAM IN COLOR YARNS. Each month features a pairing of a
unique hand-dyed colorway with a pattern that will showcase that month's yarn.
The projects all use a single skein, some in special yardage put-ups exclusively
for these designs. New colorways will arrive during the first week of every month
through February 2015. This exclusive event is only available through
participating local yarn shops like Kathy's Kreations. It seems to us that each month's new
arrival is prettier than the last!
Our October project sold out in record time, and we anticipate that you will love November's
even more. This month's yarn is one of our favorites, 12-ply 100% superwash high twist
merino wool "Everlasting DK", with a special put-up of 130 grams / 335 yards. Kathy describes
the rose and cocoa November 2014 colorway as a carpet of fallen leaves in the forest. It is
absolutely gorgeous. The yarn is a uniquely spun, then dyed with intense yet subtle color
variation and shadow-effect in a method developed exclusively by DREAM IN COLOR. The
cost of this kit is $39, which includes a hard copy of the pattern.
Connie Chang Chinchio designed a slouchy hat (shown upper left) and matching mitts
(shown lower right), a set that pairs perfectly with the November yarn. The subtle variegation
of this month's colorway is showcased with a mix of stockinette and eyelets. "Sachy" is an
easy but complex-looking knit that you'll want to cast on right away! And it is do-able as a
holiday gift for yourself or someone special.
We have designated "Dream Club" as one of our Friday knit along projects. If you can't
make it to our Friday knit alongs, please keep up to date with postings to our "We Love
Kathy's" group. There is also a "Dream Club" group on Ravelry with projects and special
information. We're very enthusiastic and excited about this program -- let the knitting fun
continue...
*** OPEN HOUSE AND SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY ***
Shopping in Ligonier is always like a step back in time, but especially during the holidays -less stressful than the Black Friday "mall experience". We invite you to please join us for our
annual Holiday Open House weekend Friday, November 28, 2014 and Small Business
Saturday, November 29, 2014, 9:00 am - 5:00 pm. Small Business Saturday is a day
dedicated to helping promote small businesses, so SHOP SMALL this holiday season.
We will feature light snacks and a free gift with every purchase of $10 or more (only one per
customer, please)...
*** CAPS FOR KIDS ***
Kathy's Kreations is assisting the Laurel Highlands Knitting Guild with their annual Caps For
Kids program. The guild is collecting clean, new handknit or crocheted cold-weather items like
hats, mittens, scarves, slippers, and gloves for distribution to needy area children at
Thanksgiving and in early December. The items will be distributed through the Ligonier Valley
Service Unit of the Salvation Army and other area agencies. Kathy's Kreations will gladly
accept donations on behalf of the guild...
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*** KNITTING TRICKS ***
If you plan to make the same project for several different people, the knitting
itself can grow tedious. The best solution might be to spice up your classic yarns
with textural fibers for something a touch more unique. Try a bold new color trend:
mixing blue or teal with a pop of orange. These colors live on opposite sides of the
color wheel, but come together well. Let the yarn do all the interesting work for
you...

*** QUICK CARAMEL CRUNCH ***
Karen McCullough brought a batch of this delicious treat to a Friday knit along and it was
promptly devoured by a group of hungry knitters. Thanks, Karen, for sharing this easy recipe!
15 graham crackers
1 cup (2 sticks) butter
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup chopped nuts (slivered almonds, pecans, or walnuts)
• Preheat oven to 350 degrees
• Place graham crackers in a single layer on a rimmed baking sheet (cookie sheet). Fill in
gaps with pieces of broken cracker.
• Melt butter and brown sugar in a saucepan. Stir in nuts. Pour mixture over crackers.
• Bake 10 minutes.
• Let cool. Break into pieces. Makes approximately 30 pieces.
*** EASY CHECK SCARF PATTERN ***
This vintage pattern is easy enough for a beginner knitter, yet uncomplicated enough for a
knitter with a holiday deadline! This pattern also works well with tweed and marl yarns, and is
appropriate for both guys and gals.
MATERIALS: 2 skeins KRAEMER YARNS "Perfection Worsted" or "Perfection Worsted
Tapas" (approximately 400 yards, CYCA #4); US size 8 knitting needles
FINISHED SIZE: 7" X 60"
GAUGE: 5 sts / 5 rows = 1" in pattern
CHECK PATTERN
Rows 1, 3, and 5: Knit 5, *purl 5, knit 5; repeat from * across row.
Rows 2, 4 & 6: Purl 5; *knit 5, purl 5; repeat from * across row.
Rows 7, 9 & 11: Purl 5; *knit 5, purl 5; repeat from * across row.
Rows 8, 10, & 12: Knit 5, *purl 5, knit 5; repeat from * across row.
DIRECTIONS: Cast on 35 stitches with long tail cast on method.
Set Up Pattern: Purl 5; *knit 5, purl 5; repeat from * across row.
Work in check pattern until scarf measures 60" or desired length, ending
with pattern row 6 or 12. Bind off all stitches in pattern.
KNITTING TIP: Not sure how long to make a scarf? In order to double the
scarf around the neck comfortably, knit the scarf as long as the recipient is
tall. For example, for a person 5 foot tall, 60".
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*** FORT DAYS CHEWY DATE NUT BARS ***
These bar cookies were the hit of Fort Days! Kathy adapted the recipe from
one which appeared in the September/October issue of The Country Register.
Try substituting apricots or craisins for the dates and pecans or almonds for the
walnuts -- a delicious variation!
• 1 package (18~1/4 ounce) French Vanilla cake mix
• 3/4 cup packed light brown sugar
• 3/4 cup butter, melted
• 2 eggs
• 2 cups chopped dates
• 2 cups walnuts
In mixing bowl, combine cake mix and brown sugar. Add butter and eggs. Beat on
medium sp[eed for 2 minutes. Combine dates and walnuts; stir into batter (the batter will be
thick and stiff). Spread into a greased 13"X9"X2" baking pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 35-45
minutes or until the edges are golden brown. Cool on a wire rack for 10 minutes. Run a
spatula around sides of pan to loosen. Cool completely before cutting. Yields: 36 bars.
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*** SOCK KNITTING TIPS ***
Several of these were gleaned from Knitting Daily June 23, 2014. They seem perfect to
share for Sock Month...
• When knitting cuff-down socks, cast on the required number of stitches. Purl 1 row.
THEN, join in the round and proceed with the pattern or ribbing. This makes a nice edge
and helps hold up the sock on the calf.
• When using double-pointed needles, after completing the cuff, heel, turn and pick-up, you
will have your stitches on three needles. Place small coilless safety pins or locking stitch
markers on your work just below each needle. Use one pin on needle #1, two pins on
needle #2, and three pins on needle #3. You will always know exactly where you are.
• To keep track of what row you are on when knitting socks (or anything in the round) with a
pattern that states: "every other row", place a 2" piece of waste yarn with a large knot in
one end at the beginning of the round. If the plain end is out, that's a pattern row. If the
knot end is out, DO NOT work the pattern on that round. Flip the waste yarn every time
you pass it to save time analyzing what you need to do when you pick up your knitting
again.
• When working two at a time socks, divide your skein of sock yarn into two equal parts by
using a kitchen scale. Weigh the unused skein of yarn using grams (i.e., 100 grams).
Wind a second ball from this skein until the skein weights exactly half the original weight
(i.e., 50 grams). Two balls of yarn -- ready to knit!
• To keep track of the washing requirements for hand-knit socks, put a row or two of colorcoded yarn in the toes. For example: Red = hand wash, dry flat; yellow = machine wash,
line dry; green= machine wash and dry. This is easy to remember, kind of like traffic light
colors. It works for toe-up/top-down and any needle configuration, plus any level knitter
can use this. It's a clever way to use up bits of stash yarn, and can be included when
giving gift socks.
• Ann Budd is credited with this tip: When working Kitchener stitch on toes, treat the first two
stitches and the last two stiches as one stitch, to avoid those funny "ears"
• When knitting socks two at a time on circular needles, pin a small sandwich bag around
each sock so that the knitting does not get roughed up or soiled as you are
working. Move the bag up each time an inch or two is completed. When the socks
get too long to fit inside the bag easily, roll the socks up and pin the edges so they
won't unroll. When the knitting is completed, the sock is all fresh and without pills,
ready to be blocked and enjoyed.
• In choosing sock yarn, select one that has a firm twist. Pure wool is a good
choice as it can absorb a great deal of moisture and still stay warm.
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*** A SPRING THING AT KATHY'S KREATIONS ***
Join Kathy Zimmerman for a day-long event at Kathy's Kreations on
Saturday, May 16, 2015! Kathy will present techniques for working pattern
stitches based upon a multiple of 3 – textured patterns in the 3-hour morning
session (Japanese faux cable shown at right), and colorwork patterns in the
3-hour afternoon session. The student will have a "hands on" opportunity to knit samples of
each, and learn new skills such as central double decreases, multiple stitches from one stitch,
broken stripes, working multiple increases and decreases, slip-stitch knitting and much more.
Learn to place a bit of texture, a band or a panel of a pattern into an unadorned sweater or
accessory to create your own “original”. Registration fee is $35 per session. Early bird
registration before March 31, 2015 is $60 for both, with early-bird registration for both sessions
including a light lunch. Space is limited, so please reserve early. For additional details, please
contact Kathy at 724-238-9320 or e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com

*** WHERE'S KATHY? ***
November 13-16, 2014 Knittreat at Bedford Springs, PA Kathy will once again be teaching
at Knittreat, as well as having a mini-market. Kathy is teaching "Making Waves', an openwork
lace technique class. Students will have their choice of the Shaelyn Shawl or Wave Stitch
Scarf projects.
March 27-29, 2015 11th Annual Pittsburgh Knit & Crochet Festival There is a new biggerspace location and a later date for next year's Festival. The 2015 Festival will be held at the
Westin Pittsburgh located at the downtown Convention Center from Friday, March 27 through
Sunday, March 29, 2015. You can find us there in large corner booth #16 near the main
registration entrance. Save the dates!
April 24, 2015 Kathy's Kreations Day at Kraemer Yarns & Textiles Join us for a tour of
an operating textile mill and see how yarn is made!
May 16, 2015 A Spring Thing at Kathy's Kreations
July 31 - August 9, 2015 Steel Valley Yarn Crawl
*** KNITTER'S GIFT TIMELINE ***
January -- You promise yourself that this year will be different
April -- Having forgotten your resolution, you dig out patterns and ideas
September -- You realize that it's almost fall and you should probably start knitting
November -- You get some quality knitting done over the Thanksgiving holiday, but realize that
less than one month remains
December -- You decide those big pattern ideas were silly anyway, and look for superbulky
patterns with size 19 needles
Conclusion: Gifts are occasionally wrapped with needles and a ball of yarn attached. For
those yet to be knit, you pretend that they were never going to get finished anyway. You
promise yourself that next year will be different.
(Gleaned from the Internet www.theloopyewe.com on Pinterest)

*** FASHION TREND ***
We are seeing all sorts of interesting neckwear this season. There's nothing
that can replace the oversized, loopy cowl (the reigning queen of popularity). But, a
new look has been popping up lately that is intruiging -- the "go big or go home"
cowl. Ask us about the "Gaptastic" cowl, with its fun mixture of texture and color.
Worked on size 13 circular needles with bulky yarn, it's very do-able and quick...
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*** NOVEMBER KNIT ALONGS (KAL) ***
This holiday, it's all about having fun. It's so meaningful to give handmade gifts. Making
them is lots of fun, and we've got great knits to put a smile of anyone's face. For those of us
who have been doing the KALs all year, we have a jump on our gift list. Working on and
completing one project or more a month is the perfect solution to insuring stress-free holiday
stitching. Our projects have included cowls, scarves, mitts, socks, and more. It's not too late
to join us -- our knit-alongs will continue every Friday throughout 2015.
In fact, we're having so much fun with knit alongs that you have your choice of several
projects! Our "Sachy Hat & Mitts" Dream Club for this month was designed by Connie Chang
Chinchio, and will use "Everlasting DK" in a special 335-yard put-up. The colorway and pattern
design are spectacular. The number of kits are limited, so please reserve early.
CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS are among our favorite patterns and we know they are yours,
too. Pick a tried-and-true favorite like the Linen Stitch Scarf, or Welted Fingerless Mitts.
Perhaps try something new like the Walking Rib Muffler or Accelerated Stripes Mitts. As
always, we have plenty of yarn selections for whatever you choose.
Not working on our KALs? You are welcome to come -- simply bring any knit or crochet
project purchased at Kathy's Kreations and join the group (free!)
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*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Join the "First Mondays" Club for an evening of knitting, crochet and
fellowship, at Panera Bread Greengate; Greensburg, PA. Next meeting
dates are Monday evenings November 3, 2014 and December 1, 2014;
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm. All skill levels of knitters and crocheters welcome!
*** “KNIT KNITE" AT KATHY'S KREATIONS Tuesday evenings, November 11, 2014 and
December 9, 2014; 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm (rsvp) ***
Join us for an evening of stitching & lots of fun conversation. All skill levels of knitters &
crocheters are welcome! In the event of nasty weather, please call ahead in case of
cancellation...
*** FUN FRIDAYS, November 21, 2014 and December 19, 2014; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm ***
Join us for fellowship, stitching, and how-to's for projects purchased here. Please call
ahead to let us know you will be coming, as space is limited. All skill levels of knitters &
crocheters are welcome!
***SATURDAY SIT-N-KNIT November 8, 2014 and December 13, 2014; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
***
Come sit 'n knit! Join us at Kathy's Kreations for fellowship, stitching, and how-to's for
projects purchased here. Open to all skill levels...
*** BUILDING BLOCKS CLASS SERIES WITH LISA CARNAHAN ***
Lisa Carnahan is teaching a series of classes based upon Michelle Hunter's latest book,
"Building In Color". Our next session will be held Saturday, November 22, 2014, 10 am - 12
noon. The class topic is "Intarsia Cable", which brings a level of sophistication to the cable
technique. A central cable is nestled between contrasting colors worked in reverse stockinette
stitch for dramatic impact. Fee is $10 plus purchase of project yarn and a one-time purchase
of the "Building In Color" book by Michelle Hunter.
*** NOVEMBER KNIT ALONG (KAL) ***
Stop by EVERY Friday in November from 10 am - 2 pm (rsvp please) to work on our
newest KALs -- your choice of "Sachy Hat & Mitts" Dream Club project by Connie Chang
Chinchio (see page 4) or your favorite CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS project like the new
Walking Rib Cowl or Muffler (shown upper left). Not working on the KALs? You are still
welcome to come -- simply bring any knit or crochet project purchased at Kathy's Kreations
and join the group (free!).
*** KNITTING CLASS WITH JEANNE OSMAN ***
Join instructor Jeanne Osman for "Finishing School" on Saturday, December 6, 2014
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm. The class will include information on finishing details which will give your
handknits a professional-looking appearance. Students may bring a project to class in need of
finishing and/or two 4" square stockinette swatches for practicing techniques. Students need
to bring a tapestry needle and scissors to class. Class materials will be available for purchase
prior to class. Registration fee is $20.00. For details, call Kathy's Kreations at (724)238-9320
or e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com
Private knitting and crocheting lessons available by appointment. We would be glad to do a
specific class topic for groups of 4 or more. Kathy's Kreations has been the helpful hands of
experienced knitting for over 34 years !

As the holidays draw near, knitting and crocheting season is in full swing. As the days
become cooler and shorter, what could be cozier than starting a new project? Happy
Thanksgiving!
KEEP STITCHING!
Kathy

